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Importance of Sociolinguistics
• Descriptive study of all aspects
to a society, and the way
society impacts language
• Pluricentric/polycentric
languages

“To understand what a
person means or says, it’s
basically necessary to
already know what the
person means or is
saying. So is every successful
dialogue just an act of
recognition? And is
understanding not a path,
but a condition?”
pg. 74

Time-manner-place
time

place

• Linguistic Typology
• Zeit-Art-Platz (ZAP)

Ich gehe heute mit dem Auto nach München.
I am traveling today with the car to Munich.

• Rigid structure
manner

Erpenbeck’s Structure
“Words as signs for things. Language as a skin.

• Language as an ideological state
apparatus
• Language outside of words
• Language as a bridge between
individuals

But words remained words all the same. They were
never the thing itself.
You had to know a lot more than just the name,
otherwise there was no point. What makes a surface a
surface?
What separates a surface from what lies below it, what
separates it from air?”
Pg. 31

Time & Historicism
• Language as an ideological state apparatus
• Richard’s focus on classics
• Germany’s own preoccupation
• Vergangenheitsbewältigung

Manner & Cultural Division

• Language beyond words
• Cultural differences vs the human
experience

“Probably it’s only
listening to oneself that
turns notes into music.
What Osarobo’s playing
isn’t Bach, nor is it
Mozart, jazz, or blues, but
Richard can hear
Osarabo’s own listening…
…[which] turns these
crooked, lopsided, harsh,
stumbling, impure notes
into something that, for all
its arbitrariness, still is
beautiful.”
pg. 121

Place & the concept of home

• Language as a bridge between
people
• Facilitated through physical
closeness

“Have the people living here under
untroubled circumstances and at so great
a distance from the wars of others been
afflicted with a poverty of experience, a
sort of emotional anemia? Must living in
peace - so fervently wished for throughout
human history and yet enjoyed in only a
few parts of the world - inevitably result
in refusing to share it with those seeking
refuge, defending it instead so aggressively
that it almost looks like war?”
pg. 241
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Thank you for listening!

